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C220 Found on Post Card

John Lyding (L116)

Shown above is the scarce perfm pattern C220 of
Citizens National Bank of Chattanooga. Tennessee
OD a post card used as a billing notice. Note the
interesting ~Ck.. maiiled 1/2--. The Check is in the
mail answer was in use at least as far back as 1912.
This cover courtesy of J oe Laura, J r. (#1238)

certain thai it is perfm pattern 00. Th e location of
the user of this perfm is listed in the Cauuog of
u.s. Perfins as New York City. I believe this to be
an error. It should be noted that this picture
postcard was addressed to J osephine Thompson at
the Court House in Ouewe, Illinois which tends to
lead credence to the theory that the location was
Cook County, Illinois. The other points of interest
are:

o The card was posted at Luding
ton, MI on January 18, 1969

Pentwater. MI Vacation

James E. Estes (#2649)

o Pentwater, MI is the home of
our former US. Catalog editor .
Perhaps be would care to ccmme
nt.

I acquired the card shown on the next page at
FLOREX, a locaJ stamp sbow. While I tried to
trace the pattern, I can DOl. claim to have done an
accurate rendition.

o Bulletin Editor, John Lyding,
tells me that this usage is probably
an "Unsched uled Benefit",

The pattern is Cook County and I am fairly
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